
Graves, Natalie (Consultant) 

From: Fendt, Kathy (Consultant)
Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2008 10:40 AM
To: Hanson, Allison; Halsted, Jesse (Consultant)
Cc: Page, Heather (Consultant)
Subject: RE: previous MUP discussions?
Attachments: FW: AWV Program Permit Guidance
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Here's some history to the best of my recollection. 
  
The Permit Strategy document that was prepared during 2006 and completed in early 2007 
referenced City MUPs.  WSDOT reviewed and approved that document.  City staff (as a primary set 
of authors of that Strategy document) assumed that since Sound Transit had obtained 
MUPs, WSDOT would as well. 
  
In September 2007, when the permit team started having specific permit discussions with the City 
about individual projects, the issue of MUPs came up again.  The City (Sandy) provided a flowchart 
for AWV permitting that included MUPs, indicating an assumption that WSDOT would obtain them. 
  
In late 2007 (Sept/Oct), the AG's office became involved in discussions on the City's 
proposed revisions to the shoreline code that would have required shoreline (land use) permitting for 
construction staging inside shoreline zones and outside the ROW.   
  
In early 2008, we obtained written guidance from the AG that MUPs would not be obtained - see 
attached. 
  
I do not know whether Kate ever asked for an AG opinion on appropriateness of land use (MUP) 
permitting with the City.  
  
Please let me know if any other questions. 
  
Jesse - any other specific recollections? 
  
Kathy Fendt 
Alaskan Way Viaduct and Seawall Replacement Project 
Permitting Team 
(206) 267-3833 
  
  
 

From: Hanson, Allison  
Sent: Tuesday, October 21, 2008 9:55 AM 
To: Fendt, Kathy (Consultant); Halsted, Jesse (Consultant) 
Cc: Page, Heather (Consultant) 
Subject: previous MUP discussions? 
 
Hi there, 
Do either of you remember when Kate was here having discussions with the City regarding MUPs for the AWV program? I 
am helping Theresa to track some history on MUP discussions with the City and wanted to check in with you two to see if 
you have any recollection of previous MUP conversations with the City? Please let me know - thanks, Allison


